
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

MALCHUYOS 
Rosh Hashanah 5777/ Issue 91  

By Rabbi Dov Keilson 
  

As the extraordinary time of the Yomim Noraim 

rapidly approaches, Klal Yisroel on all four corners of the 

globe are preparing themselves to come to these holy 

days in a proper frame of mind, and with an attitude of 

seriousness mixed with great joy. With the keen 

awareness of how much is at stake at this time and yet 

with the overwhelming joy of total trust in our Father in 

Heaven. 

 As is clearly evident from the overwhelming 

emphasis placed upon it in all the Tefilos, the primary 

Avodah of Rosh Hashonah is that of Malchuyos. This 

actually means, that we are expressing our total 

recognition that Hashem is the King of all kings; and in a 

sense where are corona ting Him as King each and every 

year anew. 

 Two years ago on the first night of Rosh 

Hashonah, the Rosh Yeshiva Rav Shlomo Avigdor 

Altusky Shlita explained: Each and every morning we say 

the beautiful Tefilah of Adon Olam. In it we express: 

“Asher Mulach Biterem Kol Yitzir Nivra”- that (Hashem) 

reigned before any creation was formed…” Although that 

is true, Hashem only became known as King once the first 

man was created and was given the Daas to become 

aware of Hashem’s sovereignty. We therefore continue 

and speak about the creation of man by expressing: “Azai 

Melech Shimo Nikra..” then “King” His name was 

called..” 

 Every year on that day, the day that the first man 

was both created and came to recognize Hashem as King, 

we once again do the same, and spend the entire Tefilah 

being Mamlich Hashem as our beloved King. 

 Rav Altusky pointed out though, an amazing idea 

on this: The reality is that everyone, even the gentiles are 

being judged on this day. Yet Hashem only asked of us to 

be Mamlich Him at this time. For only with us does He 

have this special kesher; and of us He asks “Imru Lifunai 

Malchiyus kidai shetamlichuni aleichem”…say in front of 

Me Malchiyus so that I can become King upon you…” 

 Rav Altusky then took it a step further: What 

does Klal Yisroel do with this great task at hand? How do 

they react when they are asked to recognize Hashem on 

Rosh Hashonah? The great Tzadikim went ahead and  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

composed Tefilos that express what is really the earnest 

desire of every Jew on this great day: We are not satisfied 

with only us being aware of Hashem. We are filled with 

such pain over the terrible disgrace that most of humanity 

r’l does not realize Hashem is King; that this catapults us 

to spend our entire Rosh Hashonah not only recognizing 

Hashem as Melech, but pleading from Him that He allow 

His name to be recognized by the entire world! We want 

everyone to be aware of the truth of truths!  

 This, Rav Altusky explained is really the essence 

of the great and powerful Tefilah of “Yehei Shemei 

Raboh” that we are zoche to say a few times daily. It is a 

plea before Hakodosh Boruch Hu to allow His name to 

become blessed and recognized throughout the world. 

Chazal teach us that one who says these holy words with 

all his strength merits to rip up seventy years of decrees!! 

For this great Tefilah of Yehei Shemei Raboh is so dear 

and beloved to Hashem. (see Meseches Berachos Daf 3a) 

 Rav Altusky then explained that this secret of 

being zoche in Din on Rosh Hashonah: Our desire to 

want Hashem’s name to be spread amongst the world is a 

very great nachas ruach (kaviyochul) for Hashem 

Yisborach, and thus by doing so we Bezras Hashem merit 

His benevolent and overflowing blessings for a year of 

only good. 

 A few years ago Rav Altusky commented before 

the blowing of the Shofar on the second day of Rosh 

Hashonah the following incredible added idea: The sound 

of the Tekiah that we blow first symbolizes the sound of 

our coronation of Hashem as King. The broken sounds of 

Shevarim and Teruah that follow are the sounds of our 

great sadness that the world fails to recognize this vital 

and clear truth. The last Tekiah then expresses that great 

longing and desire for the future time when Hashem’s 

Malchus will finally be recognized by everyone, with the 

coming of Moshiach Tzidkeinu B’mheira 

Viyumainu…BSD 
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